
 

 

Here are some ideas that you can do when playing with your preschooler:  

1. Play Learning Games! For preschoolers, start with a basic game that helps her learn 

farm animals, numbers, colors (create a color scavenger hunt!), and shapes.) 

2. Teaching your child to read is one of the most wonderful gifts you will ever give him or 

her. Learning the basics of phonics (that is, the idea that letters make certain sounds), 

prepares kids for spelling and reading readiness. You don't have to sit still in a chair 

endlessly repeating letter sounds. Try activities that make learning phonics an adventure 

instead of a tedious lesson. Kids can play games (look for things that start with certain 

sounds), hunt for letters, make alphabet books, and even use a digital camera to bring 

their phonics lessons to life. (PreK – 1st Grade) 

3. Practice Writing! Writing is a skill your kids will use throughout their life. Teach them to 

write with methods that go beyond pencil to paper. Get messy. Let them trace letters, 

connect the dots to infuse numbers into writing. Use Play-Doh to shape letters or draw 

letters in shaving cream. If you have preschoolers, help them learn the alphabet and the 

motions of each letter.  

4. Learn Colors! With a pack of colorful pom-poms, you'll put them on a path to identify 

colors, learn how to count, and start sorting, which also encourages gross motor skills. 

At the same time, you're helping them develop their fine motor skills by letting them 

pick up the tiny objects. If you don’t have pom-poms, use other kid friendly objects you 

have at home to help students identify colors. To extend into math, have students count 

the number of objects or have them sort them into groups based upon their color. 

(Prekindergarten and Kindergarten) 

5. Teach Math! Math is an easy subject to teach because it's all around us. For 

preschoolers, your future math whiz can get an early start on number recognition (look 

for digits when playing "I Spy") and learning to count 

6. Do Science Experiments! Preschoolers will enjoy simple science experiments that don't 

require much of an effort on your part (use gumdrops and toothpicks to create a shape) 

yet are jam-packed with fun learning opportunities.) 
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